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Never Cry Wolf

2015-08-04

this international bestseller that changed the way we look at wolves opens new horizons in understanding animal nature
and intelligence newsday in 1948 farley mowat landed in the far north of manitoba canada a young biologist sent to
investigate the region s dwindling population of caribou many people thought that the caribous conspicuous decline had
been caused by the tundra s most notorious predator the wolf alone among the howling canine packs mowat expected to
find the bloodthirsty beasts of popular conception instead over the course of a summer spent observing the powerful
animals mowat discovered an animal species with a remarkable capacity for loyalty virtue and playfulness praised for its
humor and engrossing narrative never cry wolf describes a group of wolves whose interactions and behaviors seem
strikingly similar to our own mowat humanizes these animals that have long been demonized turning the widespread
narrative of the savage wolf on its head and inspiring many governments to enact protective legislation for the north s
most mysterious creature

Never Cry Wolf

1982-11

the true story of one man s adventures with wolves in the canadian wilderness

Never Cry Wolf

1988

we have doomed the wolf not for what it is but for what we deliberately and mistakenly perceive it to be the
mythologized epitome of a savage ruthless killer which is in reality no more than the reflected image of ourself from the
preface never cry wolf is a brilliant narrative on the myth and magic of wild wolves and man s true place among the
creatures of nature hordes of bloodthirsty wolves are slaughtering the arctic caribou and the government s wildlife
service assigns naturalist farley mowat to investigate mowat is dropped alone onto the frozen tundra where he begins his
mission to live among the howling wolf packs and study their ways contact with his quarry comes quickly and mowat
discovers not a den of marauding killers but a courageous family of skillful providers and devoted protectors of their
young as mowat comes closer to the wolf world he comes to fear with them the onslaught of bounty hunters and
government exterminators out to erase the noble wolf community from the arctic

Never Cry Wolf

2017-05-02

farley mowat s outrageous memoir begins with his unlikely conception in a canoe and continues to his boyhood fascination
with creatures of the natural world and on to his youthful rambles and adventures to his immense pleasure and his
parents dismay he adopted various beasts whom he affectionately calls the others as roommates in this boyhood memoir he
recounts the exploits of this second family who have been the subjects of many of his beloved books for young readers this
is the tale of a mischievous immensely gifted young naturalist recounted with the wisdom humor and grown up
perspective of a very talented writer

Born Naked

2013-06-14

mowat s eloquent record of several months of intimiate study of reputedly vicious wolves in the subarctic barren lands

Never Cry Wolf [text (large Print)]

1992

press kit includes 5 pamphlets and 2 sheets of loose copy
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Never Cry Wolf [videorecording]

2002

this collection of 150 great books is designed to motivate student exploration and is divided into ten units presenting
experiences common to people in all times and societies all of the titles will not be suitable for all students but something
will interest each individual reader

150 Great Books

1986

in the spring of 1953 farley mowat returned to europe to retrace his wartime footsteps and search for peace he returned to
england and france countries that less than a decade previously had been made weary under the weight of war he
returned to the nightmarish battlefields of italy that had seen canadian soldiers his friends and comrades fall in tragically
high numbers he wanted to see what the land and its peoples were like when the world was not a charnel house of mud
rain metal and death what he found was a world that was after so many years of misery tragedy and destruction
overwhelmingly and energetically embracing life nature and hope driving through western europe with his wife
frances farley mowat begins his traveller s tale he meets former french resistance fighters who when they learn that he s
a canadian veteran greet and fete him with food drink and stories as if he were a long lost brother he sees san carlo an
italian town practically levelled as the site of a horrifying battle in the winter of 1944 rebuilt and teeming with life as if
risen from the grave he meets people shaped and changed by tragedy and yet determined to move forward they tell
mowat the stories only the inhabitants of a war zone can tell stories of the evils of war and the courage sacrifice and
resilience of ordinary people farley mowat also sees places still but probably for the last time untouched by the rapid
progress of this last half century in kent he is invited into a flagstone floored tudor brewery where since the days of king
henry viii time and brewing methods have stood still in positano a seaside fishing town where he spent some of his war
years mowat watches firsthand as fishermen ply their trade as their ancestors did during the roman empire mowat paints
an unforgettable portrait of ancient places on the cusp of unimaginable change aftermath travels in a post war world is
vintage mowat lively moving heart stopping and beautifully told 1995

Aftermath

1995

farley and claire is a love story a biography a tale of two farleys or perhaps three the public one the private one and the
secret one margaret atwood the tumultuous enduring love story between iconic writer farley mowat and his wife claire
including excerpts from their passionate letters published here for the first time when farley mowat met claire wheeler
in august 1960 the attraction was immediate and within days they were lovers despite the fact that farley was already
married their affair partly aided and abetted by publisher jack mcclelland included an extended correspondence until
several years later when farley finally obtained a mexican divorce and the two were married in texas they were
together until farley s death 54 years later claire a brilliant diarist has given author michael harris complete access to her
journals and letters as well as farley s letters and harris has conducted extensive interviews with her and original research
the result is a literary love story for the ages complete with photos of the couple who defied conventions of their time to
be together published in partnership with the david suzuki institute

Farley and Claire

2023-10-17
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Cry Wolf

1997-04-01

visits the little known regions of soviet siberia
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2015-03-31

what do james frey s a million little pieces margaret b jones love and consequence and wanda koolmatrie s my own sweet
time have in common none of these popular books are what they appear to be frey s fraudulent drug addiction memoir
was really a semi fictional novel jones chronicle of her life in a street gang was a complete fabrication and koolmatrie was
not an aboriginal woman removed from her family as a child as in her seemingly autobiographical account but rather a
white taxi driver named leon carmen deceptive literary works mislead readers and present librarians with a dilemma
whether making recommendations to patrons or creating catalog records objectivity and accuracy are crucial and can be
difficult when a book s authorship or veracity is in doubt this informative and entertaining study addresses ethical
considerations for deceptive works and proposes cataloging solutions that are provocative and designed to spark debate an
extensive annotated bibliography describes books that are not what they seem

The Siberians

1982

a canadian icon gives us his final book a memoir of the events that shaped this beloved writer and activist farley mowat
has been beguiling readers for fifty years now creating a body of writing that has thrilled two generations selling literally
millions of copies in the process in looking back over his accomplishments we are reminded of his groundbreaking work
he single handedly began the rehabilitation of the wolf with never cry wolf he was the first to bring advocacy activism
on behalf of the inuit and their northern lands with people of the deer and the desperate people and his was the first
populist voice raised in defense of the environment and of the creatures with whom we share our world the ones he has
always called the others otherwise is a memoir of the years between 1937 and the autumn of 1948 that tells the story of
the events that forged the writer and activist his was an innocent childhood spent free of normal strictures and largely in
the company of an assortment of dogs owls squirrels snakes rabbits and other wildlife from this he was catapulted into
wartime service as anxious as any other young man of his generation to get to europe and the fighting the carnage of the
italian campaign shattered his faith in humanity forever and he returned home unable and unwilling to fit into post war
canadian life desperate he accepted a stint on a scientific collecting expedition to the barrengrounds there in the bleak but
beautiful landscape he finds his purpose first with the wolves and then with the indomitable but desperately starving
ihalmiut out of these experiences come his first pitched battles with an ignorant and uncaring federal bureaucracy as he
tries to get aid for the famine stricken inuit and out of these experiences too come his first books otherwise goes to the
heart of who and what farley mowat is a wondrous final achievement from a true titan

Text, Lies and Cataloging

2018-07-10

this nicely illustrated reference for junior high and high school students offers 20 page profiles of 93 of the world s most
influential writers of the twentieth century arranged alphabetically each profile provides facts about the writer s life and
works as well as a commentary on his or her significance discussion of political and social events that occurred during his
or her lifetime a reader s guide to major works and events beliefs or traditions that inspired the writer s works

The World of Farley Mowat

1982

animal fiction in late twentieth century canada fulfils a vital contribution to the conversation surrounding animal
representation as a point of continuity in national narratives and supports the idea that focusing on narratives of
responsibility and care influences better relations with both non human animals and across settler indigenous boundaries
alice higgs engages with on going debates regarding reconciliation by demonstrating that it is imperative to critique
settler colonial environmental frameworks and place autonomy back into indigenous communities by bringing indigenous
practices of custodianship and relationality to bear more generally this book also develops a number of conversations in
animal studies in relation to the politics of representation higgs studies a range of canonical canadian authors demonstrating
a progress across the period in which it is possible to identify the emergence of a literary pro animal turn
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Otherwise

2009-10-13

the heartwarming classic true story of a dog who didn t understand he s a dog and the imaginative boy who loved him
funny and poignant the dog who wouldn t be is a lively portrait of an unorthodox childhood and an unforgettable
friendship growing up in on the frontier of saskatoon canada the legendary adventurer and naturalist farley mowat
received a gift from his mom a dog she bought for four cents farley quickly named him mutt mutt displayed skills at
hunting and retrieving that were either pure genius or just plain crazy once going so far as to retrieve a plucked and
trussed ruffed grouse from the grocer mutt also loved riding passenger in an open car wearing goggles and climbing both
trees and ladders the perfect companion for a child with a love for animals and misadventures originally published for
young people this is a memoir by the author never cry wolf that will delight dog lovers of all ages the dog who wouldn t
be was and will forever remain one of my first and deepest literary loves when i first read it as a child it became my
gateway book to farley mowat s other great works books which inspired me throughout my life re reading it as an adult i
fell in love all over again with the eccentric and talented mutt with farley s boyhood adventures with the wild saskatoon
prairie this classic remains one of the best biographies of an animal ever written a masterful tribute to the bond between
an extraordinary boy and an extraordinary dog sy montgomery author of tamed and untamed close encounters of the
animal kind

Cry Wolf

2001

states of nature is one of the first books to trace the development of canadian wildlife conservation from its social political
and historical roots while noting the influence of celebrity conservationists such as jack miner and grey owl tina loo
emphasizes the impact of ordinary people on the evolution of wildlife management in canada she also explores the
elements leading up to the emergence of the modern environmental movement ranging from the reliance on and
practical knowledge of wildlife demonstrated by rural people to the more aloof and scientific approach of state sponsored
environmentalism

Great World Writers

2004

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Animal Fiction in Late Twentieth-Century Canada

2023-12-11

the harrowing account of young farley mowat s transformation form a patriotic boy into a hardened weary soldier of
world war ii

The Dog Who Wouldn't Be

2017-11-01

canadian literary landmarks

States of Nature

2011-11-01

4011
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New York Magazine

1983-10-24

why are our environmental problems still growing despite a huge increase in global conservation efforts peterson del mar
untangles this paradox by showing how prosperity is essential to environmentalism industrialization drove people to look
for meaning in nature even as they consumed its products more relentlessly hence england led the way in both
manufacturing and preserving its countryside and the united states created a matchless set of national parks as it became
the world s pre eminent economic and military power environmental movements have produced some impressive
results including cleaner air and the preservation of selected species and places but agendas that challenged western
prosperity and comfort seldom made much progress and many radical environmentalists have been unabashed utopianists
environmentalism considers a wide range of conservation and preservation movements and less organized forms of nature
loving from seaside vacations to ecotourism to argue that these activities have commonly distracted us from the hard work
of creating a sustainable and sensible relationship with the environment

And No Birds Sang

1979

tracing his own relationship with wolves from his rural south dakota upbringing through his formative years as a
professional trapper to his landmark work as an internationally renowned wildlife biologist errington delves into our
irrational fear of wolves he forthrightly criticizes what he views as humanity s prejudice against an animal that continues
to serve as the very emblem of the wilderness we claim to love but that too often falls prey to our greed and ignorance a
friend of aldo leopold errington was an important figure in the conservation efforts in the first half of the twentieth
century during his lifetime wolves were considered vicious wantonly destructive predators by the mid 1900s they had
been almost completely eliminated from the lower forty eight states their reintroduction to their historical range today
remains controversial publisher s description

Canadian Literary Landmarks

1984-01-01

this book examines the reintroduction and recovery of the wolf in the northern rocky mountains the wolf was driven to
brink of extinction through conscious government policy the endangered species act of 1973 provided the means for wolf
s return which began in the carter administration and continues in the obama administration the battle over the wolf is
part of a larger struggle over the management of public lands generating public law litigation interest groups brought suit
in federal courts challenging the department of interior s implementation of policy the federal courts were required to
interpret the statutory mandates and review interior s decisions to insure statutory compliance the analysis of this public
law litigation demonstrates that the federal courts correctly interpreted the statutory mandates and properly supported
and checked interior s decisions this book focuses on the controversial role of the courts in the resolution of public policy
conflicts judicial skeptics argue that the courts should not get involved in complex public policy disputes as judges lack the
expertise and information to make informed decisions judicial proponents by contrast argue that judicial involvement is
necessary so federal courts can oversee federal agencies which are under conflicting pressure from interest groups the
president congress and their own internal dynamics this book supports the conclusions of judicial proponents and points
out that the federal courts have been instrumental in the return and recovery of the wolf to the northern rocky
mountains

The Desperate People

1984-01

in all latitudes writers hold out a mirror leading the reader to awareness by telling real or imaginary stories about people
of good will who try to save what can be saved and about animals showing humans the way to follow such tales argue
that in spite of all destructions and tragedies if we are just aware of and connected to the real world around us to the blade
of grass at our feet and the star above our heads there is hope in a reconciliation with the earth this may start with the
emergence or rather the return of a nonverbal language restoring the connection between human beings and the
nonhuman world through a form of communication beyond verbalization through a journey in anglophone literature
with examples taken from aboriginal african american english canadian and indian works this book shows the role played
by literature in the protection of the planet it argues that literature reveals the fundamental idea that everything is
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connected and that it is only when most people are aware of this connection that the world will change exactly as a tree is
connected with all the animal life in and around it texts show that nothing should be separated from shakespeare s theatre
to ecopoetics from travel writing to detective novels from children s books to novels all literary genres show that
literature responds to the violence destroying lands men and nonhuman creatures whose voices can be heard through
texts

Environmentalism

2014-06-06

in other words is a lively charming gossipy memoir of life in the publishing trenches and how one restlessly curious
young woman sparked a creative awakening in a new country she chose to call home we need our own dreams anna
porter when anna porter arrived in canada in early 1968 with one battered suitcase little money and a head full of dreams
she had no idea that this country would become her home for the rest of her life or that she would play a major role in
defining what it means to be canadian and where better to become a canadian than at the dynamic publishing house
mcclelland stewart an epicentre of cultural and artistic creation in post expo canada anna porter s story takes you behind
the scenes into the non stop world of jack mcclelland the swashbuckling head of m s whose celebrated authors leonard
cohen margaret laurence pierre berton peter c newman irving layton margaret atwood dominated bestseller lists she
offers up first hand stories of struggling young writers often women of prima donnas such as roloff beny and harold town
whose excesses threatened to sink the company of exhausted editors dealing with intemperate writers of crazy schemes to
interest canadians in buying books she recalls the thrilling days at the helm of the company she founded in the 1980s
when canada s writers were suddenly front page news as president of key porter books she dodged lawsuits argued with
bank managers and fought to sell canadian authors around the world this intriguing memoir brings to life that time in our
history when finally the voices canadians craved to hear were our own in other words is a love letter to canada s authors
and creative agitators who against almost impossible odds have sustained and advanced the nation s writing culture
moving effortlessly from the boardrooms of canada s elite and the halls of power in ottawa to the threadbare offices of
idealistic young publishers and ultimately to her own painful yet ever present past in hungary porter offers an
unforgettable insider s account of what is gained and lost in a lifetime of championing our stories

Of Wilderness and Wolves

2015-11-15

through these selections readers gain entry into the unique and fascinating world of farley mowat

Wolves, Courts, and Public Policy

2015-02-10

reports the results of four surveys conducted in the new madrid seismic zone before and after iben browning s false
prediction of a major earthquake in december of 1990 farley sociology southern illinois u at edwardsville explores public
reaction to browning s pseudoscientific prediction and considers the long term effects of the browning prediction on
earthquake awareness and preparedness in the region the text includes many tables that summarize results from the four
surveys annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Ecology and Literatures in English

2018-12-14

presents a selection of cartoons from the strip s earliest collections as well as entirely new cartoons accompanied by the
author s commentary and photographs from her own life

In Other Words

2018-09-25

the legendary canadian book editor presents this remarkable four decade romp through the back rooms of publishing
toronto sun scottish born douglas gibson was drawn to canada by the writing of stephen leacock and eventually made his
way across the atlantic to find a job in book publishing where he edited a biography of none other than leacock but over
the decades his stellar career would lead him to work with many more of the country s leading literary lights this
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memoir shares stories of working and playing alongside writers including robertson davies mavis gallant brian mulroney
val ross w o mitchell and many more gibson reveals the projects he brainstormed for barry broadfoot how he convinced
future nobel prize winner alice munro to keep writing short stories his early morning phone call from a former prime
minister and his recollection of yanking a manuscript right out of alistair macleod s reluctant hands which ultimately
garnered the author one of the world s most prestigious prizes for fiction insightful and entertaining this collection of tales
goes behind the scenes and between the covers to divulge a treasure trove of literary adventures he makes his life in
publishing sound like great fun the globe and mail toronto

A Farley Mowat Reader

1997

national book award finalist sy montgomery reflects on the personalities and quirks of 13 animals her friends who have
profoundly affected her in this stunning poetic and life affirming memoir featuring illustrations by rebecca green

Earthquake Fears, Predictions, and Preparations in Mid-America

1998

more adventures from one of canada s premier editors and storytellers canada is a country rich in stories and few take as
much joy as douglas gibson in discovering them as one of the country s leading editors and publishers for 40 years he
coaxed modern classics out of some of canada s finest minds and then took to telling his own stories in his first memoir
stories about storytellers gibson turned his memoir into a one man stage show that eventually played almost 100 times in
all ten provinces from coast to coast as a literary tourist he discovered even more about the land and its writers and
harvested many more stories from distant past and recent memory to share now in across canada by story gibson brings
new stories about robertson davies jack hodgins w o mitchell alistair macleod and alice munro and adds lively portraits of
al purdy marshall mcluhan margaret laurence guy vanderhaeghe margaret atwood wayne johnson linwood barclay
michael ondaatje and many many others whether fly fishing in haida gwaii or sailing off labrador douglas gibson is a first
rate ambassador for canada and the power of great stories

Something Old, Something New

2010-12-28
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Stories About Storytellers

2011-10-01

progresses from the mechanics of hearing and the physics of sound to the loss of hearing and the ways in which we
acquire knowledge or hear through our other senses progresses from the mechanics of hearing and the physics of sound to
the loss of hearing and the ways in which we acquire knowledge or hear through our other senses

How to be a Good Creature

2018

the northeastern seaboard of north america extending from labrador to cape cod was the first region of north america to
suffer from human exploitation farley mowat informs the extensive historical and biological research with his direct
experience living in and observing this region when it was first published nearly thirty years ago sea of slaughter served
as a catalyst for environment reform raising awareness of the decline and destruction of marine and coastal species today it
remains a prescient and chilling environmental classic serving now as ever as a haunting reminder of the impact of
human interest on the natural world

Across Canada by Story

2015-09-01
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Many Ways of Hearing

1997

Sibir

1970

Sea of Slaughter

2012-10-12
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